
622 CIVIL ENGINEER GROUP  

 
MISSION 
Organize, train, and equip ready engineer forces to support heavy construction and command 
staff augmentation worldwide and train Mission Support Airmen for Air Force and joint missions. 
 
LINEAGE 
622 Civil Engineer Group 
Activated, 1 Oct 2012 
 
STATIONS 
Dobbins ARB, GA 
 
ASSIGNMENTS 
Twenty-Second Air Force 
 
COMMANDERS 
Col Franklin L. Myers 
Col Timothy Lamb 
Col Lori P. Walden 
Col Lance Turner 
 
HONORS   
Service Streamers 
 
Campaign Streamers 
 



Armed Forces Expeditionary Streamers 
 
Decorations 
 
EMBLEM 
On a shield per bend sinister Azure and Argent, a lightning bolt issuant from sinister chief, 
throughout, point to dexter base Or, between in chief a gear wheel of the second, surmounted 
by a sphere Celeste, gridlined and edged Sable, superimposed by a torch of the third, enflamed 
Gules (Brick Red), encircled by a contrail terminating into a delta of the first, point to dexter chief 
and in base a stylized horse head erased Brick Red, eye and ear White; all within a diminished 
bordure Yellow. Attached below the shield, a White scroll edged with a narrow Yellow border 
and inscribed “622D CIVIL ENGINEER GROUP” in Blue letters. SIGNIFICANCE: Ultramarine blue 
and Air Force yellow are the Air Force colors.  Blue alludes to the sky, the primary theater of Air 
Force operations.  Yellow refers to the sun and the excellence required of Air Force personnel.  
The gear wheel spinning the globe represents the Group’s utility and readiness to deploy 
anywhere in the world.  The sphere and torch are symbolic of the unit’s school houses.  The horse 
head denotes all aspects of the RED HORSE squadrons, while the gear wheel encompasses all 
aspects of the Air Force Engineer. (Approved, 18 May 2017) 
 
Unofficial emblem description and significance supplied by 622 CEG: The 622 Civil Engineer 
Group emblem consists of three distinctive elements depicted on an Air Force blue and white 
shield with an Air Force yellow border.  In dexter chief lies the gear surrounding the globe with 
torch and directional arrow symbolic of the three aspects of the Group.  Sinister base, the brick 
red horse with a wild flowing main and fierce gaze stands alone facing sinister with white 
background, dividing the shield from sinister chief to dexter base rests the Air Force yellow 
lightning bolt. SIGNIFICANCE: The gear spinning the globe is representative of the 22nd Air 
Force’s 622d Civil Engineer Group’s utility and readiness to deploy anywhere in the world.  The 
Earth and Torch represent the school houses of the 622 CEG, the red horse encompasses all 
aspects of the RED HORSE squadrons, and the gear encompasses all aspects of the Air Force 
Engineer.  The ultra-marine blue sky is representative of night operations, which accurately 
portrays the tempo of the RED HORSE Engineer.  The Air Force yellow represents the flow of 
communications from the Group to the Squadrons.  
 
Motto 
FUNDAMENTUM VIRTUTE--Foundation of Excellence 
 
MOTTO 
 
OPERATIONS 
The  622nd  Civil  Engineering  Group will  place geographically  separated  reserve  civil  
engineering units under one unified command,  located  at  Dobbins,  according  to Maj. Gen. 
Wallace Farris, 22nd Air Force commander. The  group  reports  directly  to  the 22nd  AF  HQ,  
also  located  at  Dobbins.  The 622nd  CEG  will  be  responsible  for  six Rapid  Engineering  
Deployable  Heavy Operational  Repair  Squadron  Engineer (RED  HORSE),  three  senior  staff  



augmentation  teams,  and  the  Expeditionary Combat  Support  Training  and  Certification 
Center. These senior staff augmentation flights (also referred to as S-teams) are typically 
composed of approximately 35 experienced members prepared to support headquarters staffs 
for contingency operations worldwide. 
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